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like the threads of a piece of cloth. The one fiber seems to pass
over the otlher at one place, continuing to do so as far as it or its
imprint can be traced on the specimeln.
Beyond the three species here described there are fragments of

three dthers from the same locality in the Museum collection, but
as they are all so imperfect as not to give any definite indication
of their complete form, I shall not describe them at the present
time, the last namiied one, D. cylindricum, being used on account
of its very distinct and perfectly shown spiculm. Representatives
of the species are in the museum collection.

ART. III.-Obserlations on the pirposes of the embryonic sheaths of
Enidocercas, and their bearing on the orzgin of the siphon in the
Orthocerata. By R. P. WHITFIELD.

The genus ENDOCERAS was proposed in 1847 for a group of
fossil Cephalopods, belonging to the ORTHOCERATIDAE, which
presents the anomalous feature of a series of invaginated, conical
sheaths, occupying the cavity of the siphon. When the genus
was proposed, these sheaths were supposed by its author, to be of
the nature of embryonic sheaths designed for the retention and
protection of the young shells while they were yet within the body
of the parent. The existenice of such a feature in an animal, of
course, presupposes that animal to be viviparous in character,
and the announcement of such a feature existing in a cephalopod
was entirely unexpected and novel; and consequently attracted
considerable attention among naturalists of the day, especially of
those studying Paleontology; and there is perhaps no one feature
of the fossil Cephalopoda which has given origin to so much dis-
cussion, or about which so much has been written as the supposed
purposes of. these so called embryonic sheaths of the ENDOCERAS.
Most of the Palaontologists of note in Europe, writing within
several years of its aninouncement, expressed their opinions of
their nature; and most of thcm adversely to their embryonic
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functions. Notwithstanding these discussions, and their opposi-
tion to their embryonic purposes, no one, so far as I have been
able to ascertain, has assigned to them any definite functions, or
has attempted to show why they were formed. While working
over the typical collection of this group of shells originally used
by the author of the genus in his studies, and now arranged in the
collection of the Am. Mus. of Nat. History, in New York City,
the peculiarities of some of these sheaths were studied, and I
came to the conclusion that they must have bad a purpose in the
economy of the animal other than that of the.ordinary siphon of
the Orthoceras and its allied forms ; especially as the siphon in
these very species is otherwise perfect without them. For the
purpose of ascertaining this function I made a critical study of all
the forms of this group of shells to which I could get access, and
even made a journey to localities where they were common that I
might study them in the rocks.
One of the most noticeable characters observed in all species

presenting this feature of duplicate sheaths, is their large siphons,
commonly one-third as great as the diameter of the shell itself.
Another feature is that the duplicate sheaths are seldom found in
examples where the outer tube is less than one inch in diameter,
and not often in shells of less than one and one-half inches in
diameter. Another constant feature is that the young shells of
any of these species, even those -found within the sheath, and orig-
inally supposed to be the offspring of that individual, have very
small siphons; even smaller than those of most small specimens
of the ordinary Orthoceras. These facts alone show conclusively
that these duplicate siphons or " embryo sheaths " are a feature
consequent on the large siphon; and the question naturally fol-
lows, what is there about the large siphon of Endoceras that
requires these duplicate sheaths; and are they always found, and
at regular intervals in those species ?

In following out these inquiries, I find them not only all species
with large siphons, but that all those having these duplicate
sheaths, are forms which increa.se but very slowly in diameter
in proportion to their increase in length, and that most of them
occasionally attain a very large size. This as a matter of course

implies great length in adult specimens, if entire; and con-
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sequently an unwieldly object to be controlled by a compara-
tively small animal situated entirely at one end of the tube.
Another feature is that the shells are usually very thin in sub-
stance. Now an animal having a shell of great size and length,
and comparatively thin in texture, if an inhabitant of shallow
water, would be particularly liable to accident from breakage of
the shell by the beating action of the waves; and if an inhabitant
of deep seas, to rapid erosion of the shell by the action of carbonic
acid in the sea water ; so that in either case the shell would be
liable to injury to such an extent as to afford free access to water
and other extraneous substances to the lower part of the wide
siphonal tube, and by it, to the lower part of the body of the
animal, or even to the chamber of habitation. In proof of this
frequent injury in the case of Endoceras, we find them nearly
always in a fragmentary condition, the earlier parts having been
broken away or otherwise destroyed, even those having a diameter
of six or eight inches being seldom more than two to four feet in
length, although larger specimens are occasionally found, and the
older parts of the shell are even then usually much broken and
rotted, and the lower end of the siphon open. So it would appear
that for the purpose of protection from these accidents, even if the
shell was not in some cases purposely broken, it would be neces-
sary that there should be some provision for closing these avenues,
and guarding against these attacks in the rear.

If we examine these conical sheaths or tubes, and ascertain
their relations to the siphonal tubes, and to the outer chamber or
chamber of habitation, we will find that the passage-way from
without through the siphonal tube to the part occupied by the
animal above it, is most effectually closed by any one of these
sheaths. It is natural, therefore, to infer that they have been
constructed for the purposes of self protection. They also show
conclusively that the body of the animal extended downward
to a considerable distance into the siphonal cavity, and in order
to construct one of these sheaths, the part of the mantle of
the animal, and that part of the body which lined the upper part
of the siphon, which was also the part destined to secrete the slhell,
would be contracted so as to separate from the siphon and form
along, finger-like projection, hanging loosely in its cavity, (see fig.
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r, d); while the surface of it would soon Fts .
become coated by the newly secreted
shell, having the form of the projection on
the surface of which it was moulded; and
when sufficiently thickened would effectu-
ally cutoff all communication from below
and completely repair the damage. After
the conipletion of one of these sheaths at
the stage of any particular septum, the
growth of the shell and the formation of
additional septa go on regularly, and the
siphonal space is regularly increased 6
above, leaving it open to the sheath below c|
until occasion requires the formation of
another sheath. These sheaths were not
only formed in case of accidents already
having taken place, but were probably
often formed to guard against future
troubles; consequently we sometimes find
them crowded together so as to leave not
more than an inch or so between them,
and the intervening space filled with G
coarsely crystalline calc-spar; showing 0

that the one below had not been injured
so as to aydmit the access of foreign mat- FIG. I. Ideal section of EN-

DOCERAS. a, outer chamber or
ter, which is always sure to be the case chamber of habitation; b, b,
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~chamberformed by the ordin-

where injury has occurred to the individ- ay septa; c, siphonal cavity ;
d, the so called "embryo tube' ;

ual sheath below the cavity so filled. e, dotted line, representing the
next septa to be formed and

In looking over the observations of the continuation of the siphon
walls. The lettering on the

M. J. Barrande, of Bohemia, upon this other figures correspond to the
same parts as on this.

group of shells, in the light of whose writ-
ings concerning them those of all others fall entirely into the shade,
I find no reference whatever to a probable purpose fqr which these
sheaths were formed, or their connection with the repair of dam-
ages to the older parts of the shell. On the contrary he appears
to have considered them as a part of the siphon itself, or rather
as a second septum intended to divide the siphonal tube into
chambers like those of the outer tube, and to have been formed
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at somewhat regular intervals; which is by no means the case, at
least not in the American species, for I find no regularity what-
ever in the distances at which they occur even in the same indi-
vidual. They often occur quite close together, sometimes three
or four of them being ensheathed within each other, and others
again will have from ten to twenty inches between them ; and I
have seen examples of the shell from two to four feet long with-
out a trace of a sheath.*
M. Barrande supl)oses that when formed at irregular and dis-

tant intervals, the prolongation of the animal which occupies the
sheath has been suddenly elevated or lifted ul) from its former
position and held suspended in the cavity of the shell until a new
shell or sheath was secreted on its surface. But he assigns no
reasons for such an act. In speaking of this feature in the Bul.
Geol. Soc. of France, 1855, p. I73, he says: " in fact, to account
for the presence of sundry tubes or sheaths irregularly envagina-
ted in the siphon of the Endoceras, it suffices to assume that at
certain periods the animal raised itself, more or less at a time,
instead of advancing in a slow and continuous fashion."'t Now
we have no reason for supposing that the animal of Endoceras
could elevate the siphonal extension of its body to any apprecia-
ble extent without also elevating the rest of the body to a nearly
equal distance at the same time ; in which case we should find
the septa of the outer tube placed at irregular distances corres-
ponding to those of the sheaths. But this is never the case; nor
do we ever find any more irregultaritv among the septa of this form
than in the ordinary forms of Orthwotras where there are never
any sheaths fornmed. There is, however, another group wlhich has
been universally confounded with the Ent.dteras, but which is
very distinct as far as the origin and formation of the sheaths is

* 'his mode of repairing inijuries is not analogous to that seen in Orthnyeras tri ivcat,m
and other formns of Cephalopods, as described by M. Barrande in the Bill. Geol. Soc. France,
i85 and x86o, p. 573; where the entire extremity of the shell is closed over by a deposit of
shelly matter, secreted by some appropriate organ frum the exterior, but takes place from within
entirely, and is performed by the posterior prolongation of the mantle or boh4y of the animal
occupying the siphon.

t " En effet, pour se renire comtape de la prssence de divert ttibes ou gaine- irrsgulierement
envaginks dans le siphon des Axdoceras, il suffit de concevoir qu' i certaines ipoques 1' animal
s' .levait rapidement d' une quantitv plus on moins grande, au lien de progresser d' une manitlre
lente et continue."
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concerned, and in which the sheaths are regularly formed one
within the other, and in close proximity to each other, as stated
by Barrande. This is the form which is properly known and
characterized as the section Vaginzata by Barrande and others,
and is typified by Orthoceras dzuplex and 0. vagina/tUr in Europe
and by Endoceras mud/itubulatum in America.

In this form, the true vaginata, the si- &i. 2.
phonal space, for there is no true siphonal
tube, is occupied by a succession of invag-
inated sheaths or tubes, closely formed
within each other, so a5 to be in absolute
contact at the upper end, and are usually
as numerous as the septa of the outer tube
of which they form a part, while the inter-
vening spaces in the lower part are filled
up by a peculiar deposit, known as the
"organic deposit "-("depot organiqze ") of c
Barrande. When these sheaths are closely
examined, especially in a longitudinal sec-
tion, each sheath of the siphonal space is
traceable to a definite septum, and is seen
to be a continuation of it, but from their
slight increase in size are in close contact 7.

in the upper part where united to the sep-
tum. With a glass, however, they are seen
to be composed of separate layers, corres-
ponding to the periods of elevation ; Just
as can be seen in some cases in the tubes
of Endoc7eras where the sheaths are near
each other.
These sheaths in the true Vaginata ac- Ideal section of Endoceras

tually divide the siphonal space into sepa- fliitu1ate.-HAL
rate chambers, while the coalescence of their upper ends appear
to forin a continuous tube resembling the siphonal tube of the
Endloceras, though the spaces below are invariably filled up solid
by the " organic deposit." So far as I have been able to deter-
mine from the specimens I have examined, many of which have
been in the field, and not capable of separation from the matrix
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except in fragments, the sheaths are not perforated at the lower
end, and do not allow of any kind of communication betweeni the
chambers of the siphonal space, any more than do the septa of the
outer tube of an Or/Ioceras between the several chambers where
the siphon is continuous. From this it would appear that the entire
shell of the true Vaginate Orthoceras is actually divided into sep-
arate and distinct transverse sections, without any means of inter-
communication between them ; while in the Enzdoceras there is a
true siphonal tube which is continuous, but which may be parti-
tioned off at irregular intervals at the will of the animal, by a
conical tube similar to those in the true Vagina/a.

If this view is correct, and the facts seen are properly inter-
preted, Endoceras would seem to have made a distinct step in
advance in the development of the siphon, beyond such forms as
the true Vagina/a, where the siphonal space is divided into dis-
tinct chambers, toward the open siphon of the normal Orthoceras.
M. Barrande has stated in his observation in the Bull. loc. cit.

that Ascoceras was probably the prototype of the entire Nautiiidcoe;
that it contains all the elements of the true Nau- p7, y
tilus but in a simple and more undeveloped form.
This genus, which has a sack-like form, with
imperfect septa extending only partially across
the cavity of the tube, leaving a vacant space on
one side the entire length of the tube, which he
considered as equivalent to the siphon of the
ordinary Orthoceras, is unquestionably of an
extremely simple type. It seems to me however
that it is more properly an aberrant or imper-
fectly developed branch or offshoot of the ordi-
nary Or/hoceras than a prototype; and conse-
quently appears at a period in geological history
in which the greatest diversity among these

Ideal section ofsimple chambered forms of Cephalopods had ASCOCERAS.
been attained. Its author even questions the correctness of a
reference of the genus by Prof. F. Rcemer to a lower horizon
than that in which he has obtained its great specific devel-
opment. In the true Vagina/a it seems to me we have a much
nearer approach to the probable original form of the chambered
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shell; that in which there was only a simple partition across the
tube, no siphon and no communication between the several
chambers.

In the genus Pitoceras of Salter we prob- X .<
ably have the nearest approach to this
simple form yet known. It consists of a
broad conical shell, with a broad conical
siphonal tube, divided into chambers by a
series of inverted, envaginated cones, which
are simple continuations of the ordinary d
septa; but which are just deep enough to
have their necks connect so as to present
the appearance of the siphon being contin- C
uous, but without means of communication
between the several chambers into which
they divide the siphonal space. In other Ideal section Of P[L0CERAS.
words it may be described as a broadly conical shell with the
simple septa pressed downward on one side of the centre so as to
cause the depression of one septum to enter that of the one below.
In this way the siphonal space seems to be limited by a continuous
wall and presents the same appearance that do shells of the true
vaginate Ort/zoceras, as 0. duplex, &c. ; and differ in reality only
in the slhell and siphonal depression being wide and spreading,
instead of narrow and cylindrical as are those of that group.

These forms having wide spreading shells with similarly formed
siphonal tubes, are found only in the lower geological formations,
and as we ascend into the higher formations the siphonal tubes
become gradually narrowed until in the Upper Silurian and De-
vonian they reach nearly a minimum size. These facts alone
would seem to indicate that the development of the siphon had
resulted in this direction, and the most likely course would be
from a simple septum (not yet found) through the broad open
depression existing in Piloceras and Cyr-tocerimza to the narrower
envaginated siphonal tubes of Orthoceras tiuplex and its congeners
without communication between their chambers through the tube,
to the open siphon of Endoceras with its occasional conical par-
titions used only in case of accident to the somewhat narrower
but similarly formed tubes of Cameroceras, where the conical
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tubes are never formed, on to the narrow unobstructed siphons of
the ordinary Orthoceras, where it is so narrow as to leave no
appreciably open avenue for the entrance of extraneous substances
in case of accident. While during the progress toward the nar-
row plain siphons, there have been developed all the numerous
forms of obstructed siphons so abundant and various in the Tren-
ton and Niagara formations.

[Dec. 23d, I88I.]



EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1.

POTERIOCRINUS JESUPI. Page 7.

View of the anal side of a specimen, showing the anal series of
plates and base of proboscis.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 2.

POTERIOCRINUS JESUPI. Page 7.

View of the anterior side of a specimen, on which the arms of the
left antero-lateral ray have been broken and partially restored.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 3.

DICTYOPHYTON CATILLIFORME. Page I8.

View of the top of a specimen, natural size. The marginal frill
has been removed purposely, as represented by the dotted line
a, , to show the obliquely compressed cylindrical body below.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 4.

UPHANTINIA DAWSONI. Page I 6.

I. View of the original specimen on which the spiculm were
first discovered.

Fig. 2. View of a second specimen of more cylindrical form.

DICTYOPHYTON CYLINDRICUM. Page I 9.

Eig. 3. View of the fragment described, the spiculae on which
are remarkably distinct.
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